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From the Editors ....
The editors of THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA LAW JOURNAL are proud
to present this special complimentary issue which honors Dean Emeritus
John Rogers and commemorates the dedication of John Rogers Hall, the
new College of Law building.
This issue is by far the most ambitious project ever undertaken by
the JOURNAL. Included are articles by Justice William H. Rehnquist, by
Dean Page Keeton, and by nine members of the College of Law faculty,
as well as timely student material in the new Recent Developments and
Book Review sections.
The editors plan to make this the beginning of a new era for the
JOURNAL. Through the generosity of those who helped create the new
building, the JOURNAL now has the resources to produce a publication
which can offer expanded services to practicing attorneys, the courts,
and the academic community. To take advantage of this opportunity,
the editors have made several changes in format and content. While our
new cover and size are the most obvious changes, there are others even
more substantial:
Four Times: Hereafter, the JOURNAL will be published four
times a year.
New Sections: In addition to the familiar sections-Articles,
Comments, and Notes-new coverage will be provided. There will be
a Recent Developments section, The Forum, Book Reviews, and Law
School News.
Recent Developments: In the recent developments section, in-
troduced in this issue, readers will find a selection of the most interesting
recent cases from throughout the country analyzed in terms of their
relevance to Oklahoma law and their possible utilization by Oklahoma
attorneys.
The Forum: The Forum will provide a platform for the ex-
ploration and exposition of topics which do not fit the traditional defini-
tions of Note, Comment, or Article. Upcoming Forum essays will
include a practicum on class-action practice in Oklahoma and an ap-
proving appraisal of recent welfare reform legislation in New York and
California.
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Law School News: In an effort to keep subscribers abreast of
developments at the College of Law, the JOURNAL will publish a Law
School News page. This section, which appears for the first time in
this issue, will report faculty, alumni, and student achievements, as well
as announcements about personnel, policy, admissions, and other activ-
ities and events in the life of the school.
Book Reviews: A Book Review section also appears for the
first time in this issue. Attention will focus primarily on books by
Oklahoma authors or works particularly pertinent to Oklahoma practice.
The editors welcome your comments, suggestions, ideas. We also
hope that you will subscribe to the JOURNAL. We believe that the
expanded services outlined above will make the JOURNAL an evermore
valuable asset to the legal profession. A subscription card is enclosed
for your convenience.
Thank you.
The Editors
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